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Abstract—Besides their intended use in radionavigation, global
positioning system (GPS) satellite signals provide convenient radio
beacons for ionospheric studies. Among other propagation phe-
nomena, the ionosphere affects GPS signal propagation through
amplitude scintillations that develop after radio waves propagate
through ionospheric electron density irregularities. This paper out-
lines the design, testing, and operation of a specialized GPS re-
ceiver to monitor L-band amplitude scintillations: the Cornell scin-
tillation monitor. The Cornell scintillation monitor consists of a
commercial GPS receiver development kit with its software modi-
fied to log signal strength from up to 12 channels at a high data rate
(50 samples/s). Other features of the receiver include the optional
assignment of a channel to monitor the receiver noise level in the
absence of signal tracking and the means to synchronize measure-
ments between nearby independent receivers to perform drift mea-
surements and correlation studies. The Cornell scintillation mon-
itor provides characterization of the operational L-band scintilla-
tion environment and additionally permits study of the multipath
environment of a static antenna. GPS scintillation monitors can
provide information about the state of ionospheric irregularities
for pure research purposes as well. Here their strength lies in the
fact that they are inexpensive and compact and therefore can be
readily proliferated. Even a single scintillation monitor can supple-
ment radar spatial coverage of irregularities in a limited way be-
cause it monitors several satellite lines of sight simultaneously. This
article introduces some of the potential of the scintillation mon-
itor for research, primarily through examples associated with field
testing the instrument.

Index Terms—Equatorial ionosphere, global positioning system
(GPS), GPS receivers, ionospheric scintillation, space weather,
UHF propagation, UHF scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DECLARATION of operational status for the global
positioning system (GPS) in 1995 marked a highlight in

the history of navigation. No longer constrained by proximity
to operating beacons, users can navigate with positioning ac-
curacy of the order of 100 m (better with selective availability
now turned off) worldwide through the standard positioning ser-
vice and much more accurately with differential aiding. The
impact of the ionosphere on the propagation speed of ranging
signals was considered early in the development of the GPS
signal structure and led to the current dual-frequency system,
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with civilian groups calling for even more frequencies to reduce
ranging errors. Nevertheless, one aspect of ionospheric propaga-
tion not compensated for in the GPS signal strategy was scintil-
lation from ionospheric irregularities. As GPS receivers become
widely used, and as they are integrated into other systems, the
potential impact of ionospheric irregularities on these systems
grows.

Free electrons in the ionosphere alter its refractive index from
that of free space. The greater the total electron content (TEC),
the integral of electron density along the line of sight to a satel-
lite, the more phase advance and group delay the GPS signal
experiences. Phase advance and group delay affect navigation
directly via errors in carrier phase and ranging measurements.
Furthermore, if the ionosphere is not smooth but contains elec-
tron density irregularities, the irregular phase front of the GPS
signal as it exits the ionosphere gives rise to phase and ampli-
tude scintillations on the ground [1]. Severe scintillations of the
order of 20 dB can cause loss of signal for one or more satellites,
thus potentially degrading the navigation solution.

Ionospheric irregularities that produce scintillations at GPS
frequencies (L band) occur mainly in regions near the geomag-
netic poles and equator [2], [3]. The strongest L-band scintil-
lations, with signal fades of 20 dB or more during solar max-
imum, occur around 15 dip latitude (i.e., in the equatorial
anomaly regions) after sunset [3]. Equatorial L-band scintilla-
tions usually relate to the phenomenon of equatorial spread
(ESF), while many different phenomena generate scintillations
at higher latitudes. In either case, scintillation levels often show
extreme variability from day to day in addition to well known
seasonal and solar cycle dependencies.

The impact of scintillations on GPS navigation has received
renewed attention recently. Several factors account for the cur-
rent interest. The system has only been officially operational
since 1995, so far fewer GPS receivers and only a partial GPS
satellite constellation existed during the last solar maximum
(1989–1990). Also, increasing reliance on GPS in critical ap-
plications such as air traffic control and precision landings is
expected. Consequently, concern has grown over the potential
impact of scintillations on GPS and the systems that depend on
it during the presentsolar maximum in 2000–2001.

To investigate the scintillation environment at GPS frequen-
cies, the Space Physics group at Cornell University, Ithaca, NY,
developed a specialized receiver, hereafter termed the Cornell
scintillation monitor. The Cornell scintillation monitor is a mod-
ification of a commercial GPS development system, the Plessey
GPS Builder-2 [4]. The Plessey development system consists of
a 16-bit PC card containing RF and correlator chips with ac-
companying receiver source code written inand assembly
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language. All receiver functions above the level of code correla-
tion, including code and carrier tracking, devolve upon the PC.

The advantage of using the Plessey development system is
that the code correlator outputs are not buried within an on-
board microcontroller as is the case in most commercially avail-
able GPS receivers. Averaging the “raw” correlations provides
a known, albeit uncalibrated, measurement of signal strength.
The Cornell scintillation monitor outputs signal strength data at
50 samples/s for each satellite tracked, with data collection syn-
chronized to the data bits of the GPS navigation message. The
scintillation monitor also provides phase data at 10 samples/s,
although finding phase scintillations with the current receiver
design, amid oscillator and tracking loop noise and large back-
ground trends, has proven problematic. For the most part, then,
we focus on amplitude measurements.

Another group has also developed a GPS ionospheric scin-
tillation monitor recently, under contract to the U.S. Air Force
[5], [6]. The approaches of the two projects are somewhat
different, however. The Air Force receiver, also known as the
ionospheric scintillation monitor (ISM), is normally intended
to operate as part of a remote, self-contained scintillation alert
system. It mostly reports signal statistics, although raw data
are optionally available (for a limited number of channels).
The Cornell scintillation monitor makes detailed recordings of
all available data (up to 12 channels) for high time resolution
studies of amplitude scintillations. Signal statistics are available
only after postprocessing. The ISM also has the option of a
higher quality oscillator than the Cornell scintillation monitor
has, and its developers claim more success in taking phase
measurements.

Nevertheless, each GPS scintillation monitor has its niche.
The ISM is better suited to studies of scintillation parameters
and to unattended, long-term operation. The Cornell receiver
is better suited to detailed examination of scintillation spectral
and temporal characteristics. The latter receiver is also better
utilized in campaign-style operation because of the larger quan-
tity of data recorded (200 MB per 12-h period, depending on
the number of satellites visible) and the need for operator inter-
vention every few days to back up the data. The availability of
raw data for all channels makes cross-correlation studies (as in
[7]) feasible with the Cornell scintillation monitor. Finally, the
50-Hz sampling rate permits investigation of a larger range of
the fluctuation spectrum than in typical GPS receivers.

The key advantages of GPS scintillation monitors for research
purposes are their low cost and small size. Although their iono-
spheric data return is by no means as rich as that of incoherent
scatter radar installations, for example, scintillation monitors
can be readily proliferated to monitor ionospheric irregularities
with broad spatial coverage. Furthermore, with increasing use
of scintillation monitors, we are optimistic that novel techniques
will be developed to eke out the last bit of ionospheric informa-
tion that they can provide, probably in combination with other
available ionospheric instrumentation.

This paper outlines the development, testing, and use of the
Cornell scintillation monitor. Testing includes bench testing
with a single-channel GPS simulator and field measurements
from an equatorial spread campaign in South America near
the magnetic equator. The discussion of field testing includes

the important topic of distinguishing amplitude scintillation
from other sources of signal strength variance, particularly
multipath.

II. GPS RECEIVER BACKGROUND

This section describes features of GPS that make receiving its
signals different from conventional satellite beacon techniques
that are traditionally used in scintillation work. Using this back-
ground, Section III describes in some detail the signal strength
measurements that are required to monitor amplitude scintilla-
tions on GPS signals. These two sections provide the basic back-
ground for making signal strength measurements using GPS and
for applying them to scintillation measurements. This informa-
tion exists to a certain extent in the GPS literature, but not always
in an accessible form.

A GPS relies on code division multiple access (CDMA)
spread–spectrum techniques to provide precise ranging
measurements and to allow navigation signals from multiple
satellites to share the same spectrum allocation. Because GPS is
a CDMA system, acquiring and tracking GPS signals involves
two degrees of freedom in the receiver: code offset (the time
offset between the broadcast code and the receiver’s code) and
frequency. In contrast, traditional scintillation receivers use
beacon signals and need only “tune in” the carrier frequency,
compensating for Doppler shift and oscillator drift.

To sense the code offset, the receiver monitors the cross-cor-
relation between the received pseudo-random noise (PRN) code
unique to each satellite and a locally generated replica. In the
case of the civil GPS signal, the PRN code , called the coarse/ac-
quisition (C/A) code, has a 1.023-MHz chipping rate and a repe-
tition period of 1 ms (a“chip” is the length of one bit of the PRN
code and the “chipping rate” is the PRN code rate, as opposed
to the lower data bit rate defined below). The specific PRN code
used, out of a set of 32 assigned codes [8], uniquely identifies
each satellite. Common practice refers to the various satellites
as PRN , where is 1–32.

The appropriate C/A PRN binary code (1) modulates the
1.575 42 MHz (L1) carrier of each satellite at the chipping rate.
At longer time scales, the data bits of the GPS navigation mes-
sage ( 1) modulate the broadcast signal at a 50-Hz rate. Each
data bit covers 20 ms or 20 C/A code periods. Thus, the civil
broadcast signal is essentially in the following form:

(1)

where is the broadcast signal amplitude, ( 1) represents
the 50-bit/s data, ( 1) represents the 1.023-MHz C/A code
sequence, and GHz . Fig. 1 depicts the time
scales represented by (1) schematically.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the Plessey de-
velopment system receiver. The powered antenna receives the
RF signal, which then passes through four stages of down-con-
version in the RF front end (GP2010 chip). At the last stage of
down-conversion within the RF front end, the signal is oversam-
pled and converted to a two-bit digital representation (in which
values of 1 and 3 are encoded). The front-end chip applies
automatic gain control (AGC) to keep the digital representation
equal to 1 for 70% of the time [4].
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of GPS C/A code signal structure arranged
from (bottom) shortest time scale to (top) longest time scale. Additional
structure at longer time scales exists in the data bits to form the GPS navigation
message (not shown).

Fig. 2. Block diagram of commercial, single-frequency, open-architecture
GPS receiver. The IF filters include an external surface acoustic wave (SAW)
module and external LC networks. For the system used in the Cornell
scintillation monitor, the controlling microprocessor is a PC.

At the output of the front-end chip, the down-converted signal
is predominantly noise-like in its characteristics, consisting of
GPS PRN modulation, thermal noise, and any in-band interfer-
ence. Now the digitized signal passes into the correlator chip
(GP2021) for detection. The correlator chip contains 12 iden-
tical correlator channels. Each channel may be independently
programmed by means of registers under software control with
regard to PRN code used, chipping rate, local oscillator fre-
quency, etc. Under normal operation, the baseline Plessey soft-
ware assigns one channel to each GPS satellite in view (up to
12). The software reads the in-phaseand quadrature out-
puts of the correlator channels every code period by means of an
interrupt-driven polling scheme. The correlator outputs provide
feedback to the code and carrier frequency tracking loops, which
are implemented in software, and to higher level functions like
GPS navigation message retrieval and navigation itself.

Fig. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of a single inte-
grate-and-dump channel in the correlator chip. The signal
represents the GPS signal after digitization within the RF front
end and has a center frequency of1.4 MHz. Treating the
output of the front-end chip and subsequent signals as analog
signals for the purpose of presentation

(2)

where is the received signal amplitude (slowly varying, un-
calibrated, and influenced by AGC), and is the navigation

Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of a single channel correlator module in a
GPS receiver. The signalV (t) results from several steps of down conversion
of the original RF signal. Additional circuitry (not shown) resets the integrators
each C/A code period (1 ms) and latches theI andQ samples.

message data bit (assumed to remain constant over the integra-
tion period). As before, represents the C/A code value.
Now, though, the signal has a code offset and a phase offset

relative to the channel’s code generator and local oscillator
(of frequency ), respectively. Finally, is the down-con-
verted signal frequency, and represents thermal noise. For
more discussion of the analysis of strictly digital signals in GPS
receivers, we refer the reader to references [9] and [10].

The unmodified Plessey receiver uses a noncoherent
delay-lock loop architecture [4], with its implementation split
between hardware and software [11], to track the GPS signals
once acquired. As delay-lock loops, the tracking loops seek to
drive to zero and to (but not to zero). Actually, the
correlator chip contains an additional in-phase and quadrature,
integrate-and-dump correlator section for each channel. The
same code generator drives the additional sections but with
a 1/2-chip (0.489 s) delay. With the additional correlator
sections, the delay-lock loop’s scheme is to drive the early-late
correlator power difference to zero [4], [9], with the result
that the channel’s code generator tracks 1/4 chip ahead of the
received code under code lock conditions. In this case, barring
severe multipath distortion of the correlation function shape,
we recover the samples by summing the early and late
correlator in-phase outputs (likewise with ).

III. POWER MEASUREMENTS

The following formulas give the correlator output samples
and for the stated form of :

(3)

(4)

where , , and is the
C/A code correlation function

if
otherwise

(5)

letting 1/1.023 s, the length of a C/A code chip. Also,
1 ms is the C/A code period. The and are indepen-

dent, zero-mean, Gaussian random variables with white-noise
spectra. These noise terms each have a variance of ,
where is the one-sided spectral density of the noise in the
channel in W/Hz.
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The reader should note that the definition of the amplitude
scaling in the and samples represented by (3) and (4) is
somewhat arbitrary throughout the literature [9]–[11]. For ex-
ample, reference [11] chooses to normalize the coefficients of
the correlation functions to and to modify the variance of the
noise samples accordingly. Likewise, reference [9] normalizes
the noise samples to unit variance and modifies the coefficients
of the correlation functions appropriately. Reference [10] uses
yet another normalization scheme, also different from our own.
We have chosen to retain the coefficients for clarity of
presentation since they are the direct result of the mixing and in-
tegrating process (where the factor of 1/2 results from retaining
the difference frequency term in the modulation products and
discarding the sum frequency term). Theand samples in
(3) and (4) are proportional to the other results [9]–[11], and the
choice of scaling does not significantly affect subsequent anal-
ysis.

If the delay-lock loop is tracking, 0 (code lock condition)
and 0 (frequency lock condition). Therefore,
1, and 1. Momentarily ignoring the noise
terms, then, (recalling that is identi-
cally 1). This quantity is clearly proportional to signal
strength . So the most straightforward estimator of
signal strength is an average of over several code pe-
riods. References [5] and [9] define the following signal strength
estimator (“wide band power”)

(6)

Here 20 is chosen to be the number of C/A code periods
in a GPS navigation message data bit, andrepresents the data
bit number.

The expected value and variance of the estimator
(6) are straightforward to compute using standard methods of
calculating signal statistics [12] by exploiting the fact that the
noise samples are zero-mean with known variances and uncor-
related. For example, under code lock ( 0) and frequency
lock ( 0)

(7)

where is the expected value operator. The quantity
is the signal to noise density ratio (in Hz, sincehas

units of and is in W/Hz) and is commonly expressed
as , the so-called “carrier-to-noise
density in dB–Hz” [9,p. 365]. Similarly, straightforward but
tedious algebra shows that, under code and frequency lock
conditions

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) may be verified against (110) and (112),
respectively, of reference [9] by properly accounting for the
scaling factor between the current set ofand samples and
those defined in the reference.

For examining fluctuations in WBPon a dB plot, the nor-
malized root mean square (RMS) deviation of WBPis handy

(9)

If 35 db-Hz, 0.14 yielding about 0.6 dB devia-
tion in WBP due to noise, for example. Although not immedi-
ately evident from the functional form of (9), increases with
decreasing carrier to noise ratio as one would expect.

Another useful signal strength estimator, for summary plot
purposes, is the average wide band power over 1 s intervals

(10)

Naturally, the normalized RMS deviation of WBPimproves
to 0.14 of the deviation of the 20-ms sums be-
cause of the longer averaging period. As usual, the tradeoff be-
tween time resolution and measurement scatter must be consid-
ered carefully before adopting one particular averaging interval.
Nonetheless, WBP usually is sufficient to resolve weak equa-
torial L-band amplitude scintillations.

Other power estimators exist, e.g., “narrow band power” [5],
[9]

(11)

Narrow band power, like WBP, covers 20-ms data bit intervals
but exhibits larger measurement scatter (i.e., variance). Also,
narrow band power is sensitive to data-bit sign transitions and
therefore cannot be readily extended beyond a 20-ms period.
Still, for flexibility, the Cornell scintillation monitor logs both
wide band power and narrow band power for each data bit pe-
riod, as determined by the timing of the GPS signal that is re-
ceived on that channel. We compute 1 s power averages WBP
in post-processing.

As it stands, WBPis an uncalibrated measure. The preampli-
fied antennas and analog front ends of the Plessey receiver cards
have unknown gains due to factors like manufacturing varia-
tions, ambient temperature changes, and component aging. The
antenna patterns are not measured or controlled. Even if all of
these factors were eliminated or compensated for, the front end
would still have an automatic gain control (AGC).

The AGC responds (with a time constant of about 2 ms
[4]) to the average signal level at the point of analog to digital
conversion, the point where the 1.4 MHz down-converted
signal is fed into all channels in parallel, and adjusts the
IF gain. Thus, intermittent RF interference within the receiver
bandwidth or changes in the system noise temperature can
cause gain changes. Fortunately, the primary quantities of in-
terest in the study of amplitude scintillation relate to fractional
changes in signal strength and not their absolute value (see,
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e.g., index below). Unlike a conventional beacon receiver,
the scintillations themselves do not cause an AGC response
(owing to the spread spectrum nature of the signal).

WBP also includes noise power in its expected value,
masking some of the percentage fluctuation of true signal
strength. In order to monitor the average noise power, and to
compensate for some gain changes, the Cornell scintillation
monitor provides a “noise channel.” The noise channel corre-
lates the incoming signal with a PRN code that no currently
orbiting satellite uses. The statistics of WBPon the noise
channel are ideally the same as those obtained above with the
signal strength set to zero. In practice, we have observed only
small, slow variations in the average noise channel WBP.

These noise channel measurements are important for calcu-
lating accurate values of the standardscintillation index [1],
the normalized RMS deviation of signal strength

(12)

where, in practice, the angle brackets indicate time aver-
ages of received signal strength. The computation ofshould
ideally include only the effects of ionospheric irregularities on
radio wave propagation and not measurement scatter due to
noise. Additionally, the noise power should not be permitted to
bias the average signal strength upward. Subtracting the noise
channel measurement mitigates the latter (we use the autocorre-
lation function of WBP with time to help remove the variance
due to measurement scatter).

IV. RECEIVER TESTING

We conducted two types of testing of the Cornell scintil-
lation monitor, bench testing and field-testing. Bench testing
demonstrated, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that the re-
ceiver would respond to signal strength fluctuations at rates up
to the 25-Hz Nyquist frequency. Field-testing showed that the
scintillation monitor responds to equatorial spreadirregular-
ities, as observed by other instruments. Field-testing also veri-
fied that the approach used to synchronize data collection be-
tween nearby receivers for cross-correlation studies of iono-
spheric drift is functional. In the context of this paper, the field-
testing examples additionally provide the means to introduce
some of the research potential of the Cornell scintillation mon-
itor.

A. Bench Testing

Bench testing employed a Northern Telecom STR2775
single-channel GPS simulator. The simulator generates the C/A
code modulation for a single, simulated satellite on L1. Signal
simulation also includes a dummy navigation message. The
GPS simulator resides on a 16-bit PC card and the output signal
strength and simulated Doppler shift fall under real-time PC
software control. Signal strength is programmable over a20
dB range in 0.1-dB increments, while the range of simulated
Doppler shifts corresponds to15 000 m/s in line of sight
velocity.

Fig 4 Swept frequency or “chirp” test of scintillation monitor. (Top)
Amplitude setting on the simulator as a function of time. The chirp begins
20 s into the run and lasts 100 s. (Bottom) Scintillation monitor response. The
peculiar “envelopes” in the top panel (for example near 70 s and 85 s into the
run) result from sampling effects.

Fig. 5. Amplitude of transfer function between simulator output signal and
scintillation monitor response for the chirp test.

Fig. 4 illustrates the results of one particular bench test, the
“chirp test,” designed to investigate the frequency response of
the Cornell scintillation monitor. The top panel shows the soft-
ware settings of the GPS simulator’s output signal strength. The
0-dB setting, with a 30-dB attenuator connected between the
simulator and scintillation monitor, corresponds to the L1 C/A
code signal level expected out of a 20-dB preamplified antenna
( 140 dBW). Following an initial marker pulse at the 10-dB
setting and a 10-s idling period at 5 dB, the linear frequency
sweep (chirp) begins 20 s into the run. The chirp goes from 0
Hz to 25 Hz within 100 s, while maintaining the magnitude of
the signal strength fluctuation at 2 dB (peak).

The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows the scintillation monitor
response to the chirp test. Power, on the vertical axis, is
expressed in terms of arbitrary units of WBPin dB [i.e.,

]. For reference, measured noise channel
power, proportional to , usually falls around 20 dB on
this scale. Clearly, the response of the scintillation monitor
being tested falls off with increasing frequency. Fig. 5 shows
the amplitude of the estimated transfer function between the
input signal and the scintillation monitor’s response. The3
dB point lies at about 11 Hz, while the response drops to12
dB at 25 Hz.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of power measurements on successive days for the
eastern receiver at Ancon, Peru. These data are 1 s averages of wide band
power for PRN 14 measurements. Comparison of the two plots shows the
repeatability of the background trend, including multipath, from day to day.
Amplitude scintillations occurred between 0215 and 0415 UT on October 7
(2115–2315 LT on October 6).

Fig. 4 also clearly shows the measurement scatter in WBP,
particularly when the GPS simulator’s output level is held con-
stant in the segments from 0–10 s and 10–20 s into the run. Note
that the biasing influence of the noise level on WBP, as previ-
ously discussed and as explicitly shown in (7), is small for ap-
proximate quantitative work. For example, the change in mean
amplitude between the 0 to 10 s and 10 to 20 s segments corre-
sponds closely to the5 dB that the simulator setting changed.
Similarly, during the early, low frequency part of the chirp the
peak amplitude swing of WBPis approximately 2 dB, which is
the peak swing in the simulator’s setting. Often, then, we shall
study fluctuations in WBP(or WBP ) as representative of the
scintillation fluctuation level. When calculating , however,
we remove the biasing effect of the noise level by subtracting
low-pass filtered noise channel measurements.

B. Field Testing—General Considerations

So far, discussion has centered on two major sources of signal
strength variations: amplitude scintillations and measurement
scatter. Two other important sources of variation are satellite
motion and multipath (usually also driven by satellite motion
for stationary receivers). Multipath is especially critical to iden-
tify because it is possible for its fluctuation time scales to be
comparable to those of scintillations.

Fig. 6 compares power measurements from PRN 14 at Ancon,
Peru (11.77 S, 77.15 W, 1.5 dip) for two successive nights.
The second night, October 7, 1996, had scintillation activity.
These plots show WBP, 1 s averages of wide band power, and
therefore thickening of the traces due to measurement scatter is
noticeably reduced from the bench-test examples.

The overall concave downward trend stems from satellite mo-
tion. Antenna patterns and varying satellite distance from the re-
ceiver combine to yield this background trend. The GPS satel-
lites orbit with periods of 12 sidereal h (20 200-km altitude cir-

Fig. 7. Comparison of 1 s power averages on successive days for the
Tucuman, Argentina receiver using PRN 14. The fine time scale (minutes to
10 s of minutes) variations that repeat from day to day are multipath effects.

cular orbits). Consequently, their ground tracks and the back-
ground patterns of signal strength variation repeat from night to
night with the appropriate 4 min/day advance.

Multipath effects, too, repeat from night to night if the an-
tenna’s environment does not change. The quasi-sinusoidal rip-
ples in signal strength around 0130 and 0800 UT on both nights
are characteristic of multipath. More dramatically, Fig. 7 shows
the multipath influence in PRN 14 data for the same two days
from another scintillation monitor site in Tucuman, Argentina
(26.84 S, 65.22 W, 25.0 dip). Even fine time scale (1
min) fluctuations repeat from night to night with a noticeable 4
min advance at the Tucuman site (despite multipath problems,
the Tucuman station did observe scintillation on other nights
and we have since improved the installation). Furthermore, at
yet another scintillation monitor installation, we have observed
patterns of “high frequency” (up to 10 Hz) power fluctuations
that repeat from night to night with the sidereal time shift.

Scintillations, in contrast, do not repeat from night to night.
The example from Ancon (Fig. 6) displays a clear patch of scin-
tillations between 0215 and 0415 UT on October 7, 1996 (the
Tucuman station is about 2000 km SSE of Ancon and is south of
the southern equatorial anomaly crest, so different scintillation
patterns occur). Also, the time scales of amplitude scintillations
are often shorter than those of multipath. The difference in time
scales is clearly visible in the Ancon data of October 7, 1996.
Nevertheless, such clear differentiation of time scales is not al-
ways evident.

For an order of magnitude calculation, the dominant hori-
zontal scale of weak signal strength fluctuations due to iono-
spheric irregularities at zenith may be estimated from the peak
of the Fresnel filtering function [1]. The peak of the Fresnel fil-
tering function occurs at a scale size of , where is the
wavelength of the radio signal, andis the altitude of the ir-
regularities. For the GPS L1 signal ( 0.19 m) and -peak
irregularities ( 350 km), the estimated horizontal scale size
of signal strength fluctuations is 360 m. Since the typical drift
of the nighttime equatorial ionosphere is of the order of 100 m/s
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Fig. 8. Histogram of eastward velocities of the 350-km altitude ionospheric puncture point as seen from Ancon over a 24 h period on October 16, 1996. Positive
velocities indicate motion from the geomagnetic west to the east, the same direction as the electrodynamically driven ionospheric plasma drift in early evening.
The statistics are similar for a 12 h period covering only the nighttime.

toward the geomagnetic east [13], a characteristic weak scin-
tillation time scale, or “fading rate,” at the equator is approxi-
mately 4 s. Again, this fading rate is only an order of magnitude
estimate, but it matches well with the quasiperiods that the eye
detects in amplitude patterns. (Note that the typical fading rate
is about ten times greater for high-latitude scintillations, since
horizontal plasma convection is of the order of 1000 m/s in the
polar cap [13]).

In reality, scintillation time scales vary due to variations
in the ionospheric drift speed and changing distances to the
irregularities. If the drift speed decreases or the irregularities
are farther away, the fading rate is reduced. Satellite motion
also contributes to the fading rate. The above scintillation time
scale estimate assumed no net motion of the satellite relative to
the receiver, or at least no motion of the satellite in the direction
of ionospheric drift. Actually, the GPS satellites’ ionospheric
puncture points (i.e., their line of sight intersections with

-peak altitudes) have eastward components of motion ranging
from 50 m/s to 200 m/s and up (Fig. 8). If the puncture point
moves with an eastward velocity comparable to the drift of the
field-aligned irregularities, the fading rate decreases [14].

Thus, one situation in which discrimination between mul-
tipath and amplitude scintillation effects on signal strength
becomes difficult is when velocity matching occurs. A severe
enough reduction in fading rate makes it difficult to distinguish
between the two effects. We have observed scintillations with
fluctuation time scales of up to tens of seconds due to velocity
matching. In a moderate-to-high multipath environment, the

multipath fluctuations in signal strength are likely to have
comparable time scales.

Fortunately, conditions are not normally so extreme. Com-
monly, equatorial scintillations have time scales of several sec-
onds and, in an environment with relatively low multipath, most
multipath remains on time scales of 100 s or greater. Under
these conditions, scintillations can be separated from multipath
by high-pass filtering. After all, researchers commonly detrend
scintillation records to minimize the effects of satellite motion.
Nevertheless, the possibility of confusing scintillations and mul-
tipath means that minimizing multipath is essential in any instal-
lation of the scintillation monitor.

The term “multipath” broadly covers any situation where di-
rect and reflected signals reach the GPS antenna and interfere.
Many authors are accustomed to thinking of GPS multipath as
strictly a low-elevation effect, to be mitigated by elevation angle
cutoffs and choke-ring antennas. Nevertheless, it is important
to remember that reflections can occur at high elevation angles
also. For example, nearby structures such as antennas and build-
ings can extend high into the field of view and reflect signals.
One particularly subtle form of multipath occurs with raised an-
tenna installations.

The preamplified antennas that we typically use with the
Cornell scintillation monitor in the field are magnetically
mounted L1 patch antennas with plastic housings. We place
the antennas on small steel ground planes that we install at the
experiment site. In the early campaigns, siting requirements
sometimes forced us to raise these ground plane assemblies
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Fig. 9. Intensity of received echoes from ionospheric turbulence plotted as a function of altitude and time for the Jicamarca radar near Ancon and the dip equator.
The plot traces equatorial spread F irregularities with scale sizes equal to half the 50-MHz radar’s wavelength, approximately 3 m. (Courtesy D. Hysell, Clemson
University.)

above the ground or a roof (by setting the assembly on concrete
blocks or a wooden frame, for example). We observed that
raised installations tended to have more, and more rapid,
multipath fluctuations (i.e., signal strength fluctuations that
repeat from day to day with the appropriate sidereal advance)
at higher elevation angles than sites where the ground plane lay
directly on the ground or roof. Furthermore, remounting the
antennas on larger steel ground planes or directly on the ground
reduced the severity of the fluctuations at high elevation angles.

The likely culprit was interference of the direct signal with
the reflected signal from the ground below the small ground
plane. The situation is similar to the development of a large
number of sidelobes in the pattern of an antenna raised above
a perfectly conducting, infinite ground plane. In the case of the
scintillation monitor installations, though, simple image theory
does not strictly apply because of the presence of the small
ground plane immediately below the antenna. Rather, the re-
flected signal diffracts around the edge of the small ground plane
and reaches the patch antenna. In some general sense, the ampli-
tude fluctuations caused by the interference of the direct and re-
flected signal in this case could possibly be termed “antenna pat-
tern effects.” We prefer, however, to classify all installation-spe-
cific radio wave interference effects that repeat from day to day,
with the appropriate sidereal advance, as “multipath.”

The point of this extended discussion is to provide a reminder
that conventional wisdom on multipath does not necessarily
apply when it comes to monitoring amplitude scintillations. We
do not assert that all multipath effects observed in amplitude
patterns are necessarily deleterious to normal GPS applications.
Rather, we emphasize that GPS amplitude measurements are
sensitive to interference between direct and reflected signals
at all elevations. Therefore, common schemes where the GPS

antenna is mounted on a pole or tripod may not be suitable
for scintillation measurements. In general, the best guide to
assessing the multipath environment of a particular installation
is to compare amplitude traces from night to night (another
technique, a technique that should also work for multipath from
temporary changes in the antenna environment, is to monitor
the code-carrier divergence [5]).

C. Field Testing—Sample Results

As important as it is to monitor and minimize multipath,
the primary purpose of the Cornell scintillation monitor is to
study amplitude scintillations. So far, this paper has identified
scintillations by comparing the day to day repetition of signal
strength patterns. Now we shall compare scintillation monitor
measurements with measurements from other sensors: coherent
scatter radar and a second scintillation monitor. These com-
parisons provide a brief, qualitative assessment of scintillation
monitor research potential and additional confirmation of its
proper functioning. Quantitative studies, such as the compar-
ison of GPS total electron content fluctuations and amplitude
scintillation observations [15], and systematic irregularity
drift measurements by cross-correlation techniques [16], are
addressed elsewhere.

Fig. 9 shows the range-time-intensity (RTI) 50-MHz radar
plot from Jicamarca, Peru for the night of October 15–16, 1996
(local time [LT]). Jicamarca is about 30 km southeast of Ancon.
The radar returns trace coherent echoes from the 3-m scale ESF
irregularities that drift or develop overhead [17]. The plot shows
several “plumes” of ESF activity of relatively limited height
extent. The 3-m scale irregularities form within regions of up-
welling depletions in plasma density that extend north and south
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Fig. 10. Map of scintillation activity from the PRN 29 link at Ancon on
October 6, 1996. The trail represents the 300-km altitude (mean hmF2 on
this night) ionospheric puncture point of the satellite-to-receiver line of sight.
Overlaid coordinates are geomagnetic (in degrees), and the dashed circle
represents the 10elevation limit at 300-km altitude. Labeled times are UT and
a time tick marks the trail every half hour. The width of the trail is proportional
to the scintillation indexS . For reference, the width of a time tick corresponds
to S = 0.4.

along magnetic field lines, often as far as the equatorial anomaly
regions (about 15 dip latitude). The ESF depletions contain
plasma density irregularities over several decades of scale size
[13]. Once formed, the depletions and associated irregularities
drift with the background plasma. The drift of the depletions is
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines and toward the east in
the early nighttime.

For comparison with the radar data, Fig. 10 shows the track
of the 300-km altitude ionospheric puncture point of PRN
29’s line of sight to Ancon on October 16, 1996 (UT). The
diagram indicates the scintillation index at each point
along the track by the width of the trail. Since PRN 29 moves
roughly parallel to the field lines over Ancon and Jicamarca,
the scintillation pattern (responding to irregularity scale sizes of
100–1000 m) should show some degree of correspondence with
the ESF activity observed by the radar due to the field-aligned
nature of the irregularities (one limitation to good correspon-
dence, for example, is that scale size governs the ability of
irregularity-related perpendicular electric fields to map along
the magnetic field lines; larger scale electric fields map more
effectively [13]).

Some correspondence indeed exists. For example, the ex-
tended period of scintillations from 0130–0230 UT matches up
well with the widest plume seen by the radar (2030–2130 LT;
LT 5 UT). Nevertheless, we do not expect the correspon-
dence to be so good at all times. After all, the measurements by
the two techniques relate to scale sizes two orders of magnitude
apart. Furthermore, the measurements are separated in magnetic

latitude and slant path considerations also come into play for the
GPS measurements.

As an example of noncorrespondence, from 0400–0500 UT,
the radar echoes are faint but scintillation strength continues to
remain at approximately the same level as during earlier events.
Such behavior is consistent with previous observations of VHF
and UHF scintillations with concurrent 50-MHz radar measure-
ments [18], [19]. A plausible scenario is that the plume has be-
come a “fossil” or “dead” plume, and the smaller (3-m) scale
irregularities have decayed away by diffusion.

Nevertheless, the coupling of GPS scintillation observations
with radar observations on a systematic basis would provide for
two potentially productive lines of inquiry. First, GPS obser-
vations provide information on irregularities from several lines
of sight, covering a wide geographic area. Although coverage is
admittedly sparse, GPS scintillation measurements can yield in-
sight into the behavior of ESF structures, as traced by medium
(100–1000 m) scale irregularities, to the east and west of the
radar beam by 100s of km. Second, comparison of GPS scintil-
lations and coherent scatter radar occasionally offers coincident
means to examine the growth or decay of plasma structures two
decades apart in scale.

The other example of coincident measurements comes from
spaced receiver studies. At the Ancon site, during the October
1996 experimental campaign, we operated two scintillation
monitors with their antennas spaced 100-m apart in the mag-
netic east–west direction. Since the scintillation monitor design
uses GPS signal timing to synchronize data collection between
nearby receivers, we were able to perform correlation studies.
For example, Fig. 11 illustrates spaced receiver measurements
of amplitude scintillations on PRN 14 for the night of October,
15–16, 1996. The patterns at both stations indicate a high
degree of correlation and the fluctuation pattern appears at
the western receiver about one second before repeating at the
eastern receiver. This 1-s lag implies a west to east drift of the
irregularities of the order of 100 m/s, relative to the motion of
the GPS line of sight, consistent with typical early nighttime

-region drifts at the equator [13].
Clearly, though, some research must be done to provide ac-

curate drift information from spaced-receiver GPS studies. First
of all, the processing of scintillation-derived drifts has compli-
cations even in the simpler case of measurements from geosta-
tionary satellites [20]. In the case of GPS measurements, the
motion of the line of sight through the ionosphere usually falls
into a regime where neither standard assumption, “fixed iono-
sphere” (i.e., rapid satellite motion) or fixed satellite, readily ap-
plies. Also, any scintillation-based drift measurement does not
provide information on the drifts prior to the formation of irregu-
larities. Nevertheless, the Fig. 11 results demonstrate that cross-
correlation studies with spaced scintillation monitors are tech-
nically feasible and, despite complications, preliminary studies
indicate that the use of spaced scintillation monitors to calculate
irregularity drift is a promising technique [16]. The advantages
of the GPS scintillation monitor in making drift measurements
are, of course, that it is compact and relatively inexpensive and
therefore can provide measurements in regions that are not well
covered by other ionospheric instrumentation.
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Fig. 11. Example of spaced receiver measurements. These data are from Ancon, Peru for PRN 14 on October 16, 1996. The left hand side shows the comparison
of detrended power data between the western and eastern receivers. The right hand side plots the cross-correlation between the detrended power measurements.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated the successful modification of a
commercial GPS receiver development system to monitor vari-
ations in signal strength at a rate of 50 samples/s. The Cornell
scintillation monitor can record scintillations from several GPS
lines of sight simultaneously and permits correlation studies
with multiple receivers. Additionally, observations of signal
strength fluctuations from day to day may provide insight into
the multipath environment of a stationary antenna installation.

The scintillation monitor has been operated from many
sites in South America (Ancon, Peru; Tucuman, Argentina;
and several sites in Brazil), as well as in Africa, Alaska,
Ascension Island, and Svalbard. Measurements continue with
collaborators in South America and on a campaign basis with
researchers from Cornell University or the Air Force Research
Laboratory. Cornell researchers have also recently modified the
receiver tracking loops to improve the receiver’s ability to mon-
itor phase scintillations. Correlative measurements are being
conducted with GPS TEC measurements, airglow imaging, and
ionosondes. Results from these investigations are being used
to better characterize equatorial L-band scintillations and their
potential effects on the operation of GPS receivers.

The Cornell scintillation monitor is an inexpensive and ef-
fective approach to monitoring and investigating L-band iono-
spheric scintillations. Several institutes and universities world-
wide are now operating the monitor, which requires only a per-
sonal computer, the development system card in a 16-bit PC slot,
and the executable code to acquire and log the amplitude scin-
tillation data. During the current peak of solar activity, we antic-

ipate investigating scintillation activity during its most intense
disturbance of GPS signals.
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